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Editorial
IMPORTANCE Breast cancer screening with digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) combined with

digital mammography (DM) decreases false-positive examinations and increases cancer
detection compared with screening with DM alone. However, the longitudinal performance
of DBT screening is unknown.
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OBJECTIVES To determine whether the improved outcomes observed after initial
implementation of DBT screening are sustainable over time at a population level and to
evaluate the effect of more than 1 DBT screening at the individual level.
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS Retrospective analysis of screening mammography
metrics was performed for all patients presenting for screening mammography in an urban,
academic breast center during 4 consecutive years (DM, year 0; DBT, years, 1-3). The study
was conducted from September 1, 2010, to September 30, 2014 (excluding September 2011,
which was the transition period from DM to DBT), for a total of 44 468 screening events
attributable to a total of 23 958 unique women. Differences in screening outcomes between
each DBT year and the DM year, as well as between groups of women with only 1, 2, or 3 DBT
screenings, were assessed, and the odds of recall adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, breast
density, and prior mammograms were estimated. Data analysis was performed between
February 16 and October 26, 2015.
EXPOSURE Digital mammography screening supplemented with DBT.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Recall rates, cancer cases per recalled patients, and biopsy
and interval cancer rates were determined.
RESULTS Screening outcome metrics were evaluated for a total of 44 468 examinations
attributable to 23 958 unique women (mean [SD] age, 56.8 [11.0] years) over a 4-year period:
year 0 cohort (DM0), 10 728 women; year 1 cohort (DBT1), 11 007; year 2 cohort (DBT2),
11 157; and year 3 cohort (DBT3), 11 576. Recall rates rose slightly for years 1 to 3 of DBT (88,
90, and 92 per 1000 screened, respectively) but remained significantly reduced compared
with the DM0 rate of 104 per 1000 screened. Reported as odds ratios (95% CIs), the findings
were DM vs DBT1, 0.83 (0.76-0.91, P < .001); DM vs DBT2, 0.85 (0.78-0.93, P < .001); and
DM vs DBT3, 0.87 (0.80-0.95, P = .003). The cancer cases per recalled patients continued to
rise from DM0 rate of 4.4% to 6.2% (P = .06), 6.5% (P = .03), and 6.7% (P = .02) for years
1 to 3 of DBT, respectively. Outcomes assessed for the most recent screening for individual
women undergoing only 1, 2, or 3 DBT screenings during the study period demonstrated
decreasing recall rates of 130, 78, and 59 per 1000 screened, respectively (P < .001). Interval
cancer rates, determined using available follow-up data, decreased from 0.7 per 1000
women screened with the use of DM to 0.5 per 1000 screened with the use of DBT1.
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Digital breast tomosynthesis screening outcomes are
sustainable, with significant recall reduction, increasing cancer cases per recalled patients,
and a decline in interval cancers.
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T

here is growing evidence that screening women with
digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) in addition to digital mammography (DM) leads to an increase in cancer
detection1-5 and reduction in women recalled for additional
imaging.1-8 However, similar to any new technology, the earliest adoption of DBT was based on enriched reader studies and
small, single-site retrospective studies.9-14 More recently, improved screening outcomes have been replicated in a large,
multisite retrospective US study15 and in 3 prospective European trials.5,16,17 The multisite study demonstrated a 16% recall reduction and a 41% increase in invasive cancer detection with DBT screening compared with screening with DM
alone. However, despite encouraging initial outcomes, there
are few data from consecutive years of DBT screening. Specifically, the sustainability of cancer detection, recall rates, and
the rate of false-negative results in consecutive years after
implementation of DBT screening is unknown.
The issues involved include whether the increased specificity and sensitivity demonstrated after implementation of
DBT screening are sustainable or whether the benefits will occur only in the first round of DBT screening. There is evidence that DBT has additional benefit in the baseline subset
of patients without prior DMs for comparison.18 In addition,
the possibility of reduced performance for patients with prior
DBT examinations is unclear. The largest performance change
is often seen after the introduction of a new technology, and
some hypothesize that cancer detection may return to baseline levels with repeated DBT examinations.19
The goals of this study were to determine whether the improved outcomes of DBT screening are sustainable in a natural experiment incorporating nearly 45 000 routine screening examinations. Outcome data from 3 years of DBT screening
of an entire population at a large, urban academic practice were
evaluated at a population level (all patients presenting for
screening) and at the individual level (patients with only a
single round, only 2 rounds, and 3 rounds of DBT screening).

Methods
Study Population
The University of Pennsylvania institutional review board approved the retrospective analysis of screening mammography
examinations performed during the year prior and the 3 consecutive years after complete practice conversion from DM to
DBT screening in September 2011. The study population consisted of all women undergoing screening mammography at our
institution from September 1, 2010, to September 30, 2014, excluding the month of DBT transition (September 2011) for a total
of 44 468 screening events attributable to 23 958 unique women.
The patients included had no history or clinical symptoms
of breast cancer. Those presenting for breast cancer screening
from September 1, 2010, to August 30, 2011, underwent imaging
with DM alone (Dimensions; Hologic Inc). Patients presenting
for breast cancer screening from October 1, 2011, to September
30, 2014, received imaging with DBT (Dimension, Hologic), in
accordance with the then current US Food and Drug Administration–approved protocol consisting of 2-view DM and 2-view
E2

Key Points
Question: Can it be determined whether improved outcomes after
implementation of digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) compared
with digital mammography are sustainable at both the population
and individual levels?
Findings: In this study of screening mammography metrics, DBT
screening outcomes were sustaineable, with significant recall
reduction, increasing cancer cases per recalled patients, and a
decline in interval cancers.
Meaning: Sustained and even improved performance is possible
with consecutive DBT screening, which is an important initial step
toward informing policies for possibly integrating this technology
into population-screening programs.

DBT examination of each breast. Screening volumes remained
stable during the time of the study: year 0 cohort (DM0
[n = 10 728]), year 1 cohort (DBT1 [n = 11 007]), year 2 cohort
(DBT2 [n = 11 157]), and year 3 cohort (DBT3 [n = 11 576]).

Screening Interpretation
All examinations were interpreted by 1 of 7 board-certified radiologists, (including E.S.M., S.P.W., and E.F.C.) with specialization in breast imaging ranging from 8 to 26 years (median,
17; mean, 16.5 years). Before implementation of DBT, all readers received the US Food and Drug Administration–mandated
8 hours of training in DBT interpretation. Individual reader volumes varied by the radiologists’ clinical schedule. Five of 7 radiologists (including E.S.M., S.P.W., and E.F.C.) were involved
for the entire study, accounting for interpretation of 37 691
(84%) of all imaging examinations.

Data Collection
All screening mammograms were evaluated using structured
reporting through the Report Information System (GE Centricity) and using American College of Radiology Breast Imaging
Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) assessment categories.20
Demographics, breast density, and BI-RADS categories were
documented at the time of interpretation and retrieved for outcomes analysis. Breast density was characterized according to
BI-RADS categories: (1) almost entirely fatty, (2) scattered fibroglandular densities, (3) heterogeneously dense, and (4) extremely dense.20 During statistical analysis, breast density was
classified into 2 groups: nondense (BI-RADS categories 1 and
2) and dense (BI-RADS categories 3 and 4). Race/ethnicity was
defined in accordance with patient self-classification.

Screening Outcome Measures
Imaging volumes, recall rate, and cancer detection rates per 1000
screened women were evaluated. The number of cancer cases
per number of recalled patients to undergo biopsy (PPV1), the
number of cancers per biopsy recommended (PPV2), and the
number of cancers per biopsy performed (PPV 3 ) were
calculated.20 Patients recalled from screening examinations were
counted as those given a BI-RADS assessment category of 0 (incomplete; additional imaging needed), 4 (suspicious; biopsy recommended), or 5 (highly suspicious; biopsy recommended). The
screening results of patients assigned to short-term follow-up
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Statistical Analysis
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Baseline characteristics by year were compared via analysis of
variance for continuous variables and the χ2 test for categorical variables. For the population-level analysis, we compared
differences in screening outcomes (ie, recall, biopsy, and cancer detection rates as well as positive predictive values) across
the 3 DBT years, as well as between each DBT year with the
baseline DM year. This analysis was also performed on subgroups defined by breast density (nondense [BI-RADS 1 and
2] and dense [BI-RADS 3, 4]) and age (<50 years and ≥50 years).
Pearson χ2 and Fisher exact tests were used to assess statistical significance of differences.
For the assessment of prevalence and incidence screening, we compared recall, cancer detection rates, and PPV1 for
groups of women undergoing only 2 and 3 DBT screenings, respectively, with those undergoing only 1 DBT screening. In addition, the 1-DBT screening group was further restricted to
women who had prior DM screenings available. The Pearson
χ2 test was used to assess statistical significance.21
For the individual-level analysis of recall rates across 4
years of our study, we used generalized estimating equations,22
with logistic link function, robust SE, and individual women
as units of analysis. Parameters were created with this GEE
model, focusing on estimating the main effects of each of the
DBT years compared with DM, with screening year as a categorical variable (DM year as reference). The models were adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, breast density, and presence of
a prior mammogram. A similar, but separate, generalized estimating equation model adjusted for race/ethnicity, breast
density, and prior mammogram was fit to assess the interaction effect between breast density and screening year on the
odds of recall. All statistical tests were 2-sided, and P < .05 was
considered statistically significant. The analyses were performed using SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc). Data analysis was conducted from February 16 to October 26, 2015.

Results
Among 44 468 examinations attributable to 23 958 unique
women (mean [SD] age, 56.8 [11.0] years), there was no significant difference in patient characteristics including age, density, race/ethnicity, and screening volumes from year 0 to year
3. A previous study3 demonstrated no statistically significant
difference in calculated breast cancer risk between DM year 0
jamaoncology.com

Figure. Population-Level Analysis Comparing Screening Outcomes

Screening Outcome

(BI-RADS assessment category 3) were considered normal. Surgical excisional or percutaneous biopsy results based on screening recommendations were evaluated within 12 months of the
screening examination through the electronic medical record,
pathology laboratory database, and the Report Information System. The Pennsylvania State Cancer Registry was queried,
through June 24, 2014, to determine the interval cancer rate (defined as symptomatic cancers presenting within 1 year). To assess the effect of prevalence and incidence screening, we compared recall and cancer detection rates at the most recent
screening event across women who were participating in their
first, second, and third round of DBT screening.
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Interval cancer per 1000 women screened
0

DM0

DBT1

DBT2

DBT3

Analysis of screening outcomes. DM0 indicates the reference digital
mammography screening year; DBT1, DBT2, and DBT3, the consecutive years
of screening with digital breast tomosynthesis; and PPV1, cancer cases per
recalled patients.

and the first 18 months of screening with DBT. There was a
slight increase in the number of patients without a previous
mammogram for comparison over the study period (eTable 1
in the Supplement).
At the population level, recall rate, biopsies performed,
cancer detection, and PPV 1 to 3 were compared between the
DM cohort (year 0) and years 1 to 3 of DBT screening (Figure
and eTable 2 in the Supplement). Recall rates rose slightly for
years 1 to 3 of DBT (88, 90, and 92 per 1000 screened, respectively) but remained significantly reduced compared with the
DM0 rate of 104 per 1000. Reported as odds ratio (95% CI), the
findings were DM vs DBT1, 0.83 (0.76-0.91, P < .001); DM vs
DBT2, 0.85 (0.78-0.93, P < .001); and DM vs DBT3, 0.87 (0.800.95, P = .003). There was no significant difference in recall
across 3 DBT years (P = .55). The rate of biopsies performed in
each DBT year did not differ significantly from that of DM
(DM vs DBT1, 1.05 [0.87-1.28], P = .17; DM vs DBT2, 1.15 [0.941.39], P = .61; and DM vs DBT3, 1.05 [0.86-1.29], P = .60).
At the population level, the cancer detection rate continued to increase at 4.6, 5.5, 5.8, and 6.1 per 1000 women
screened for years 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, but was not significantly different from the rate of DM (reported as OR [95%
CI], DM vs DBT1, 1.35 [0.93-1.94], P = .37; DM vs DBT2, 1.28
[0.88-1.85], P = .20; and DM vs DBT3, 1.35 [0.93-1.94], P = .11)
and was not significantly different across 3 DBT years (P = .80)
(Figure and eTable 2 in the Supplement). The PPV1 continued
to rise from DM0 rate of 4.4% to 6.2%, 6.5%, and 6.7% for years
1 to 3 of DBT and was significantly different from DM in the second and third DBT years (DM vs DBT1, 1.44 [0.98-2.12], P = .06;
DM vs DBT2, 1.51 [1.03-2.21], P = .03; and DM vs DBT3, 1.56 [1.072.26], P = .02). The PPV1 was not significantly different across
the 3 DBT years (P = .92). The PPV2 and PPV3 were not significantly different from DM in any of the 3 DBT years and did not
differ across the 3 DBT years (PPV2, P = .38; PPV3, P = .37). State
cancer registry data for calculation of interval cancer rates were
available only for DM and the first DBT years. The change in
(Reprinted) JAMA Oncology Published online February 18, 2016
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Table. Odds of Recall Among Screened Patients
Unadjusteda
Characteristic

OR (95% CI)

Adjusteda
P Value

OR (95% CI)

P Value

Screening year
DM0

1 [Reference]

DBT1

0.83 (0.76-0.91)

<.001

1 [Reference]
0.81 (0.74-0.89)

DBT2

0.85 (0.78-0.93)

<.001

0.84 (0.77-0.92)

<.001

DBT3

0.87 (0.80-0.95)

.002

0.84 (0.77-0.92)

<.001

<.001

Age, y
40

NA

1.24 (0.99-1.55)

.07

40-49

NA

1.73 (1.53-1.97)

<.001

50-59

NA

1.38 (1.22-1.56)

<.001

60-69

NA

1.22 (1.07-1.39)

.003

70

NA

1 [Reference]

White

NA

1 [Reference]

Black

NA

1.11 (1.03-1.19)

.004

Other

NA

0.88 (0.78-1.00)

.050

BI-RADS 1, 2

NA

1 [Reference]

BI-RADS 3, 4

NA

1.45 (1.35-1.56)

Race/ethnicity

Breast densityb
<.001

Abbreviations: DBT, digital breast
tomosynthesis; BI-RADS, Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System;
NA, not applicable; OR, odds ratio.
a

Odds ratios, 95% CIs, and P values
comparing the odds of recall across
years 0 to 4 were calculated via a
generalized estimating equations
model, with robust SE, unstructured
correlation matrix, and the
individual woman as the unit of
analysis. Empty cells indicate that
no analysis was performed for the
corresponding variable-model
combinations.

b

BI-RADS categories are explained in
the Data Collection subsection of
the Methods section.

Prior mammogram
Yes

NA

1 [Reference]

No

NA

2.18 (2.01-2.37)

DBT1, for BI-RADS 1, 2

NA

0.82 (0.73-0.93)

DBT1, for BI-RADS 3, 4

NA

0.82 (0.75-0.95)

DBT2, for BI-RADS 1, 2

NA

0.80 (0.71-0.90)

DBT2, for BI-RADS 3, 4

NA

0.95 (0.83-1.09)

DBT3, for BI-RADS 1, 2

NA

0.81 (0.72-0.91)

DBT3, for BI-RADS 3, 4

NA

0.99 (0.86-1.13)

<.001

Interactionb

interval cancer rates per 1000 women screened across these
years (DM, 0.7; and DBT1, 0.5) was not statistically significant
(P = .60). Although the rate of invasive cancers detected per
1000 women screened increased slightly over time (DM, 3.2;
DBT1, 3.8; DBT2, 4.1; and DBT3, 4.1), the increase in any DBT
year compared with DM or across the DBT years was not significant. Cancer detection rates were compared in a similar manner in subgroups characterized by breast density (dense and
nondense) and age (<50 and ≥50 years) (eTable 2 in the Supplement). The increase in cancer detection per 1000 women
screened in the subgroup of women younger than 50 years between DM and the first DBT year was not significant (DM, 2.2
and DBT1, 5.0; P = .06). Increases in cancer detection across the
period were observed in the dense breast and 50 years or older
subgroups but were not statistically significant.
To compare the odds of recall at the individual level, for
each DBT screening year with DM, 3 generalized estimating
equation models with the individual woman as the unit of
analysis were used (2 main effects models: 1 with and 1 without adjustment for age, race/ethnicity, breast density, and prior
mammogram) as well as an adjusted model containing terms
to model interactions between screening year and breast density) (Table). Results of the unadjusted main-effects model (reported as OR [95% CI]) indicate that the odds of recall reE4

.99
.07
.03

mained lower with DBT than with DM during 3 years (0.83
[0.76-0.91]), P < .001; 0.85 [0.78-0.93], P < .001; and 0.87
[0.80-0.95], P = .002 during years 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Results from the adjusted main-effects model similarly suggest
that the odds of recall were lower with DBT than with DM (0.81
[0.74-0.89], P < .001; 0.84 [0.77-0.92], P < .001; and 0.84 [0.770.92], P < .001, in years 1, 2, and 3, respectively) and that the
odds of recall were 2.18 times higher if no prior mammogram
was available (P < .001), higher in women aged 40 to 49 years
(1.73 [1.53-1.97], P < .001), and higher for dense breasts (1.45
[1.35-1.56], P < .001). Results from the adjusted interaction
model indicate that, although the odds of recall for the first
and second DBT years compared with DM were similar across
the dense and nondense breast subgroups, the odds of recall
in the third DBT year compared with DM were significantly
lower in the nondense (0.81 [0.72-0.91]) compared with the
dense (0.99 [0.86-1.13]) breast subgroup (P = .03).
To examine the effects of the prevalence and incidence of
DBT screening, we compared the 21 395 unique women
screened with DBT in our study population. Among these
women, 12 079 had only 1 DBT screen (8170 of these women
had previous DM screening), 6293 had only 2 DBT screens, and
3023 had 3 DBT screens (eTable 3 in the Supplement). Compared with the entire group receiving only 1 DBT screening
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(ie, including women with and without prior DM screening),
recall rates continued to decrease with number per 1000 equaling 130, 78, and 59, for the only 1–screen, only 2–screen, and
3-screen women, respectively. The decreases were statistically significant for women undergoing only 2 (0.56 [0.510.63], P < .001) and only 3 (0.42 [0.35-0.49]), P < .001) DBT
screens. Cancer detection rates were also significantly lower
for the only 2–screen group (0.55 [0.39-0.79], P < .001) but were
not significantly lower for those with 3 DBT screens (0.65 [0.411.02], P = .06). Similar results were observed when the reference group was restricted to only 1–time screeners with available DM screens. The PPV1 for the only 2–screen group was 7.9%
lower than that for the only 1–screen group with available prior
mammograms, but it was not significantly lower than that for
the entire group (PPV1: 11.7%, P = .03; and 8.6%, P = .66, respectively). However, the PPV1 for the 3-screen group (12.4%)
was somewhat higher than that for the entire (P = .09) and the
restricted (P = .78) 1-screen groups.

Discussion
The controversy surrounding mammographic screening largely
revolves around the “harms” of a false-positive examination.23
Initial excitement for DBT reflected an apparent reduction in
patients recalled for additional imaging (reduced harm) with
equivalent or even increased breast cancer detection (increased benefit). Many practices moved to implement this new
technology even though evidence of sustainable patient benefit was lacking. Three critical evidence gaps regarding imaging
with DBT have been proposed: (1) detection measures at subsequent screening, (2) incremental mortality benefit, and (3)
cost-effectiveness.24
In this study, we addressed the first evidence gap by analyzing data from 3 consecutive years of DBT screening and including analysis of women recalled for screening examinations. We found that reduction in recall was sustainable at a
population level (Figure and Table), with additional reduction
in recall as women returned for a second and third DBT examination (eTable 3 in the Supplement). Because false-positive examinations rather than low sensitivity for cancer detection is the
primary criticism of screening mammography, the reduced recall obtained with DBT alone provides substantial benefit to support the continued evaluation of this new technology.
The DM outcomes from year 0 are remarkably similar to
recommended benchmarks for screening mammography interpretations from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium using 2 061 691 mammograms from 2004 to 2008.25 The
consortium-recommended recall rate per 1000 women
screened was 99 (DM0, 104). The Breast Cancer Surveillance
Consortium benchmarks for PPV1, PPV2, and PPV3 were 4.3%,
23.6%, and 26.7% (DM0, 4.4%, 23.9%, and 25.8%), respectively. Although the overall population-based recall rate in our
study remained below the recall for the DM cohort, there was
a slight but nonsignificant increase in recall with each DBT year
in the overall population. However, in women with more than
1 round of DBT screening, the recall rate continued to decrease with each additional DBT examination.
jamaoncology.com
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Other studies1-8 have reported cancer detection rates based
on initial use of DBT, which may indicate prevalence rather than
incidence screening. In our study, the proportion of cancers
detected in recalled patients decreased from those with only
1 DBT screen with prior comparisons from 13 to 6.2 per 1000
screened for those with only 2 screens, but then this increased significantly in women at the third DBT round of
screening (eTable 3 in the Supplement). This finding suggests
a possible prevalence-screening effect in the first round of
screening with decreased cancer detection at the second incidence round. However, the decrease in the cancer detection in the women with only 2 screens to 6.2 per 1000 screened
is still higher than published data for an incidence screening
round with DM (4.6 per 1000).18 Of note, at the third round,
the cancer detection rate again increased.
Although some26 have suggested that DBT may detect insignificant cancers at an earlier stage, our invasive cancer detection remained constant over the study period. Recent discussion about the implementation of DBT screening by Gur
et al19 has suggested that the introduction of DBT could result in a shift of cancer detection to an earlier time point, after which the detection rate might again reach a steady state,
equivalent to pre-DBT screening. We used a similar model to
examine our data without addressing possible underlying cancer incidence changes in the population. Our data show a mean
time shift to earlier detection of at least 15 months and no suggestion of a decline to steady state, pre-DBT rates. Thus, the
actual time shift will likely be longer than 15 months if a return to the steady state is ever observed.
Although we did not test for reduced morbidity and mortality, we addressed the second evidence gap by tracking the
number of interval cancers as a surrogate for screening benefit.27,28 Reducing the rate of interval cancers has been deemed
“crucial, representing the potential benefit of early detection
rather than overdetection.”28(p679) Furthermore, there was no
change in invasive cancer rates, indicating the continued detection of clinically significant cancers in our population.
There are limitations to our study: our natural experiment of an entire population with screening converted from
DM to DBT screening was not randomized, which could introduce bias when comparing the methods. Unfortunately, data
regarding risk-related characteristics (eg, family history) were
not available for the entire population, thereby introducing a
level of uncertainty regarding the similarity of the groups being
compared, which could possibly confound the results. However, because our site fully converted to DBT screening in a
single day, this is unlikely. In addition, all patients at our site
with a history of breast cancer receive a diagnostic examination, which removes intermediate- to high-risk patients, possibly inflating the detected cancer counts. Finally, risk assessment data were available for the DM group and the first 18
months of DBT screening (previously published3) and multivariate analysis demonstrated no significant difference. Some
might wonder whether decreased recall and increased cancer detection over the study period represent a learning curve,
but this is difficult to evaluate. Finally, this study was designed to test for reduction in false-positive examinations—
reducing the primary harm of screening when performed with
(Reprinted) JAMA Oncology Published online February 18, 2016
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DM alone. We did not test for cost-effectiveness, although
others29 have suggested that initial DBT screening is costeffective for a population undergoing biennial screening. We
are currently performing this analysis based on our actual patient outcomes and services rendered.

Conclusions
This study addresses issues regarding the sustainability of DBT
screening outcomes: whether there are initial benefits in recall
reduction and increased cancer detection achievable on both
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